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Abstract— The paper attempts to focus on displaying the real-

time bus information like bus timing, bus route and their 

estimated time of arrival on the LCD screen to reduce the 

passenger waiting time. This prototype is implemented with 

the help of GPS, GSM, RFID reader and the tag, and 

Raspberry Pi. GPS tracks the current location of a bus and the 

estimated time of arrival is calculated using Google API. 

Information from the bus module is transmitted to the station 

module via GSM.RFID reader and tag is used to show 

whether the bus has crossed the particular location at the 

specific time and the status is updated on the LCD screen or 

Monitor. The Software has been developed for Raspberry Pi 

which controls the bus timing status and updates it on the 

screen periodically. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

India, one of the fastest growing economies in the world, is 

now achieving a growth rate of about 7.5% per annum. With 

this growing population too, the country is working very hard 

to transform it over the next few decades. India’s public 

transport needs are likely to grow rapidly as the country 

urbanized at a fast clip. Buses make up over 90% of public 

transport for people in India and serve as a convenient mode 

of transport for all classes of society. Services provided are 

mostly run by state government-owned transport 

corporations. However after the economic liberalization, 

many states transport corporations have introduced various 

facilities to help the people in various aspects like low-floor 

buses for the disabled and air-conditioned buses have been 

introduced to attract private car owners to help decongest 

roads. Minimizing the waiting time at bus terminals and bus 

stops are of major impact for achieving an overall efficient 

point to point service for passengers. Research has shown that 

travel time and service quality of the bus are weighted as 

more important factors, than the monetary fare cost, when 

choosing between public and automobile transport. 

Bus transportation plays a major role in day-to-day 

life. People use the bus transportation to migrate from a 

source to the desired destination than any other mode of 

transport. The public transportation has established a huge 

number of buses between the urban and rural areas even 

though those buses are available only at a particular time in 

some areas. Passengers today are depending more on the 

information, but the convenience is only available for public 

bus services in the city and the travel time is the most 

preferred information by travellers. In this complicated city, 

the bus gets delayed due to traffic jam, road accidents and 

sometimes due to breakdowns. At that time the people fail to 

know the status of the bus they are waiting for. So a 

convenient way would help them to decide whether to wait 

for the bus or not and can go ahead with their further process 

and board another means of transport. The Digital Bus Stop 

emphasis on the current status of the bus and helps the people 

to correctly estimate the time of arrival of the bus. This 

reduces the wastage of time for the passenger who boards the 

bus. The GSM and GPS are used to track the location of the 

bus and update the information periodically. This information 

is conveyed to the passengers via displaying board which 

would help the people to reach their place on time without 

any inconvenience. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Real-time information conveying system is being 

implemented in various aspects. According to the survey, the 

transportation system in India is enhancing to the higher level 

and necessary steps are also taken. Public transportation now 

thrives as a crucial factor and an easy mode of conventional 

transportation. Everyone has proposed different ideas in their 

perspective and is being used by the public. 

A real-time bus information system was developed 

by Lin and Zeng in the year of 1999 for a rural area by using 

several sets of mathematical algorithms. The bus location and 

bus schedule information, the timing difference between 

scheduled and actual arrival times, and the waiting time was 

used. Using the AVL data from buses the vehicle’s trajectory 

was constructed based on the time-distance diagram. They 

have introduced four different algorithms which are based on 

the assumptions on input data and those algorithms were 

outperforming from other algorithms. Even though there 

were some drawbacks to those algorithms which did not 

consider the consequences of traffic congestion and waiting 

time at bus stops.  The GPS units provided the location detail 

fir every 45 seconds only. This long gap between location 

data may lead to missing of dwell times at bus stops. 

Cathey and Dailey in the year of 2003 presented an 

algorithm to predict the travel time of buses for Seatle, 

Washington. In this algorithm combination of AVL and 

historical data were used. Three components were used in this 

algorithm namely filter, tracker and predictor. The Kalman 

filtering technique was employed and the Kalman filter was 

used as filter component. They reported that there should be 

less than 12% of error in their algorithm that could predict the 

arrival time of buses. 

A link-based and path based ANN models were 

developed by Chien et al in the year of 2002 to predict arrival 

time of buses dynamically. CORSIM simulation software 

was used to collect simulated data on volume and passenger 

demand. An adaptive algorithm was developed for the 

prediction of bus travel time. Due to the lengthy learning 

process of back propagation algorithms, it is difficult to 

implement for real-time applications. Without the 

incorporation of an adaptive algorithm, the ANN 

outperformed the other models. 

III. EXISTING SYSTEM 

1) In this proposed method the buses will communicate 

directly with the bus stops through a wireless ZigBee 

communication for accurate bus arrival time 

information. Then the bus arrival time information is sent 
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to the passenger through mobile internet, text messages 

(SMS), public display boards and voice announcements 

on a bus and/or on stops. 

 
Fig. 1: Zigbee smart bus stop solution scheme 

2) The bus arrival time prediction is also achieved by 

several algorithms such as KNN algorithm, kernel 

regression, and linear regression. ITS principles were 

used to estimate the arrival time of bus for the peoples 

who use public transportation service. Estimated time 

arrival can be calculated from various parameters like the 

present position of the bus, trips history and the speed on 

the specific route. 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

A. BUS MODULE 

A survey has been conducted and after few reviews we have 

proposed an idea which would help the people in all aspects 

to know the exact information about the bus. This system 

consists of 2 modules. It includes the bus module and station 

module. The bus module is installed inside the bus. The bus 

module consists of GSM-GPS device, controller and 

switching unit. The latitude and longitude of the bus are 

determined by the global positioning system (GPS) which 

helps to track the current location of the bus. The distance 

between the current location and the bus station location is 

calculated and the estimated time of arrival to the destination 

stop is determined by using Kalman filtering technique. 

Information which is provided by the GPS unit is sent to the 

controller. The controller sends the information to the GSM 

module using USART. Switching unit is used to provide bus 

status information like bus breakdown, traffic jam etc to the 

passenger and let them take alternative decisions. Switching 

unit consists of the push button which is pressed by the driver 

in case of any emergency situations. When the pushbutton is 

pressed it gives a logic high signal to the controller unit. Once 

the logic high signal is received by the controller, it transmits 

bus status to the station module via GSM. 

1) Block diagram: 

 

B. Station Module 

This station module is installed inside every bus station. It 

consists of GSM module, Raspberry Pi, RFID reader and tag 

and LCD display. GSM module receives estimated time of 

arrival from the bus module and transmits that to the 

raspberry pi. Raspberry pi displays that information on the 

LCD screen along with bus information like bus no, bus time 

and bus route. RFID reader and a tag are used to identify 

whether the bus has crossed the specific bus stop and this 

information is updated and displayed on the LCD screen. 

1) Block Diagram: 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

The literature survey on the implementation of various 

techniques has been reviewed and we have suggested an idea 

in this paper, which would help the people to know the current 

status of the bus and their valuable time to wait for the bus 

has been reduced. There are various concepts available and 

many technologies are involved and we proposed a software 

with Raspberry Pi which would be efficient and update soon. 

This serves as a necessary thing for the people travelling in a 

bus in rural areas since only limited buses are available in a 

particular time and the location of the bus is tracked using 

GPS and the message is conveyed in the LCD screen via 

GSM. 
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